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I.

Introduction

Let G be a group and R be a ring with unity. The mapping e: R[GJ •R defined by
ε (2a x x) =2a x

is an R-homomorphism. This mapping e is called the augmentation mapping

of R[GJ. The kernel of this augmentation mapping is called the augmentation ideal of
R[GJ and we denote it by ω (R [GJ ) . That is,
ω (R [GJ ) =

{2a xxER[GJ 12ax=O}.

Now if H이 G， there is a mapping PH : R[GJ •R[GIHJ given by PH(2axx)=2axx where
x=xH is the image of x in GIH. This mapping is an R-algebra homomorphism , ￦hich

is called the natural homomorphism. The kernel of this homomorphism of PH is an ideal
of R[GJ which is equal to

ω (R [HJ ) R [GJ .

Let {gil be a subset of G, H be the subgroup it generates and K be a field. Then,
2(g;- l)K[GJ=ω(K[HJ)K[GJ ’
2K[GJ(gi- l)=K[GJω (K [HJ ) .

Furthermore if H is infinite then left and right annihilators of

ω (K [GJ )

are zero. That

is, l(ω(K[HJ»=r(ω(K[HJ»=O. If H is finite and H denotes the sum of the elements
of H in K[GJ then,

l(ω(K[HJ»=K[GJH， r(ω(K[HJ»=HK[GJ ，
l(H)=K[GJ ω(K[HJ) ， r(H)=ω(K[HJ)K[GJ [3; p.68J.

C be the
elements C the

Let C be a finite conjugacy class of G and let

sum in R[GJ of finitely many

elements of C. We call these group ring

finite class sums. If XEG and R

is commutative ring then ￦e let Cx be the class containing x. Then the center , C(R[GJ) ,
of R[GJ has as an R-basis the set of all finite class sums. Furtheremore, the structure
constant C xyz defined by Ci';y=cxyZCZ are given by

cxyz=the number of ordered pairs (x' , y')
-
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with :;:;'ECx ,y'ECy and x'y'=z [3; PP. 1l3-114].
Now for a group G, we define
A=A(G)={x 르 G I I G : Cc(x)l<∞}，

A+=A+(G)= {x εAlo(x)<∞ } •

Then A and .1+ are characteristic subgroups of G and .1+ is a locally finite subgroup of
G [3; p. 1l6J. Clearly if R is commutative

C(R[GJ) 드R[A(G)J.

We now define a map tr : R[GJ •R , called the trace mapping, by tr(2a xx)=al (coefficient of identity of G). This mapping is clearly a
elements

α=2a x x

and {3 = 2 bxx of R[xJ we have

R~module

homomorphism and for all'

tra{3=2axbx-l=2bxax-l=tr껴α

if R is

commutative.
Let us define a mapping

* : R[GJ •R[GJ

by (2a xx)*=2axx- 1.

Then this mapping is

an antiautomorphism of R[GJ with order 2.
Suppose the integral group rings Z[GJ and Z[HJ are isomorphic.
Then
Q[GJ~Z-l.Z[GJ드 Z- l . Z[HJ 르 Q [H J

and we conclude that K[GJ 르K[HJ for all fields K of characteristic 0 [4J.
Moreover
GF(p)[G] 르 Z[GJ jpZ[G] 르 Z[HJ jpZ[HJ 드 GF( p) [HJ

and K[G] 르K[HJ for all fields K of characteristic p [4J. In otherwords, Z[GJ determines
K[GJ for all fields K , and therefore the integral group ring must hold more information.

The results listed below are a number of properties of G and Z[GJ that are determined
just by the ring structure of Z[GJ.
Let G be a finitegroup, and suppose that we are given the ring Z[GJ along with its
augmentation mapping s : Z[GJ •Z.

Then the following objects are determined.

(1) The elements of the center Z(G) of G.

(2) The trace mapping tr : Z[GJ •Z.
(3) ω (Z[G] ) and ω (Z[G'J ) Z[G] ， hence the isomorphism class of GIG' where G' is
the commut a,tor subgroup of G.
(4) The isomorphism class of GjG" where G" is the second derived subgroup of G.
(5) The mapping

* : C(Z[GJ)•

C(Z [G] ) .

(6) The class sums in Z[G].
(7) The lattice of normal subgroups of G.
The part (1) is due to Berman [1] and part (6) to Glauberman. Glauberman’s original
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proof appeared in [4J. The part (4) is due to Whitcomb [5J and Jackson [2J , and the
other parts are proved in [3; pp. 665-669J.
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the above properties in the case when G is
periodic, and to prove some related theorems.

IT.

Preliminary lemmas

The following lemmas will be used in the proofs of the main theorems.
LEMMA 1. Let G be a finitely generated abelian group and let g be an elemeπt of G
αlith g 추 1.

Theη

there exists a sμbgroμ양 N with g품N and GIN is cyclic.

Proof. By the assumption there exists a finite subset {ah .", a셔 of G such that ai 추 1
for all i and G=<al><a2>···(aη> is a direct product. Then g is represented by g=glg2 …gn,
gi ε<ai> ， uniquely. Since g 추1 ， gk 추 1 for some k. Now let N=<al>

then

gk똥N.

Hence g$.N and

LEMMA 2. Let G be a

GIN드 <ak)

…<ak-1><ak+1>···<aη) ，

is cyclic.

fi찌tely geπerated

group and {N , } be

{N , } = {N이GIGIN is cyclic}.
Theη

G'=[G,GJ=nN, .

Proof. Clearly we have G' 드 n N , . Conversely suppose gε G -. G'.

Then 강추 I in GIG'

=G. Since G is finitely generated abelian group, there exists a subgroup N with 강똥N
and GIN cyclic by the above lemma. Let N be the inverse image of N in G. Then N이
G, GIN르GIN and hence GIN is cyclic. Also since 강풍N， we have g$.N.

Thus if g똥

G' there exists a normal subgroup N of G with g중N and GIN cyclic, i.e. g동 nN, .
Therefore G'=nN, .
LEMMA 3. Let G be a group , K be a field.

Sμ:ppose

α

is an algebraic element of

KCGJ 0νer K with ηfinima l polynomial f(t:，，) εKCt:"J and. let AI, 1.2, "', An be the distiηct roots
of f( t:,,)

i:η

some algebraic

closμre

of K.

(1) If char K=O , then there exist rational πμmbers

rh

r2, …, rη satisfying O<ri and rl 十

r2+···+rn=1 with
tr a=rlAl +r2A2+…+r씨n.
(2) If char K=p =l=O and if either G is p'-gro앵 or f( t:,,) is separable, theη there exist

rh r2, … ， rηε GF( p) with rl+r2+ …+rn;=l and
tr

a=rl시+r2 A2+ .. ·+ rημ.
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Proof. The proof can be found in [3; pp.50-5 1].

LEMMA 4. Let a be an eleηzeηt of an iηtegral groμp r싫g Z[GJ αlith a n=l for some
positiνe

integer

Proof. Since

Since a

n=l

f띠) EQ[O

π

and

tra 추 O.

Then a=+ 1.

Q[GJ 드 Z-I . Z[GJ 곡 Z[GJ ::::la

, we can see that

a is an element of Q[GJ.

, a is algebraic over the rational number field Q and its minimal polynomial
is a divisor of

,

.1 and separable over Q. Let AI, Az , "', Am be the roots of

n_

f(C)in the complex number field, where m=deg f(ζ . Then by the above lemma, there
exist rational numbers r I, η， ·..r m satisfying 0<η and rl +1’z+ … + 짜=1 with
tra=r1A1 +rzAz 十 ···+r써m.

Now since IAil =1 and
l::;!tral=l rl 시+···+r씨써 ::;

IrlAII + ... + jrmμ l

=r1+ rz+"'+ rm=1 ,

we have
1=!trai=!r1 A1+ …+r써m!=ll냐니 +… + I rm 사 i ， i.e. tra= 土 1

and there exist positive real numbers kI, …, μ-1 stich that
rZAZ=r1A1kI, r3 A3=r1A 애 z ， … ， rm싸 =r1 A 1 μ-1·

Then

η=

l r ;J. 1=11나 1ki- 1 1 =r1ki-h that is k h k z,

‘

…, kn넌

are rational numbers and the

equality +l=tra=r냐 1 (l + k 1 + … + μ- 1) shows that Ah ... , 싸 are rational roots of

f( ζ .

But the rational nth roots of 1 in the complex number field are 1 and -1 only. So
degf (0 =m=2 or 1. Suppose degf(O =2 , then f(O ='z -1 and the roots of f(O are 1

and -1. Say Al = 1 and Az= -1. Then we have
r1A1+rzAz=r1- rZ =trα= + 1.

This contradicts the fact 1> h -rzl 2':O. Therefore the minimal polynomial of α is C-1
or '+1 , hence a=+ 1.
LEMMA 5. Let
iπ tegra l gro때 riηgs.

isomorphism
(1)

η

8:

Z[GJ • Z aη d

o :

Z[HJ • Z be the a αgmentation mappings of

If the ring Z[GJ is isomorphic onto Z[HJ , then there exists a riχg

: Z[GJ •Z[HJ

satisfying 0η =8. For this isomorphism η αe have

η(ω (Z[GJ ) ) =w (Z[H J ) .

(2) The

mappiηg

f; : Z[GJIω (Z[GJ ) →Z[HJIω (Z[HJ )

defined by f; (a + ω (Z[GJ ) ) = η (a) + ω (Z[HJ ) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let

f) :

Z[GJ •Z[HJ

homomorphism and for all

be an isomorphism. Then of} : Z [GJ • Z is a Z-algebra

g ε G O(J( g)

is a unit in Z and equal to +1. Let us denote
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Go= {08(g)-lgjg εG} ， then Go becomes a multiplicative group in Z[GJ. If we define
rjJ: G •Go by rjJ ( g) = 08(g) - lg , this rjJ is a group isomorphism that extend to an automorphism
φ

: Z[GJ • Z [GJ= Z [GoJ and 08(08(g)-lg)= 1. In other words , if we replace G by Go,

then 08 : Z[GoJ •Z

becomes the ordinary augmentation mapping of Z[GoJ. Now ￦e

denote η=8φ. Then η : Z[GJ •Z[HJ

is an isomorphism and for any a= .l'aggEZ[GJ ￦e

have
or;(a)=08φ(a)=08(.l'a때(g)) =o8(.l'a go8(g)-lg)

=.l'ag08(08(g) -lg) =.l'a g = e (α) .

Therefore 야= e.

(1) We have
ω(Z(GJ) =kere=keroη=η-l(kero)=η-1(ω (Z[HJ) ) ，

hence η(ω (Z[GJ ) ) =ω (Z[HJ ) .
(2) This follows immediately from the above results.
Now let A be an algebra over a field and define [A , AJ , the

A,

ommutator subspace of

'C

to be the subspace spanned by all Lie products [a , 껴J =α껴-껴a with α， /3εA. Then ￦e

·have
LEMMA 6. Let A be an algebra
Aaηd

0νer

a field of characteristic P=I= O. If

ah

a2, "', arnE

if n>O is a given integer , set q-P". Then there exists aη element 껴든 [A ,AJ with
(al+ a2+"'+α써q=αl Q+ a2Q+···+ a왜 + /3.

Proof. The proof can be found in [3; pp.45-46J.
LEMMA 7. Let a= .l'axx be
aε [K[GJ ，

K[GJJ if and

0πly

class of G is zero. Moreover if

aη elemeηt

if the
r::

of a

sμm

groμ:p

ring K[GJ

0νer

of the coefficients ax

K[GJ •K

a field K.

0ψer

each

is a linear functional , then

r:

Then

coη:jugacy

annihilates

[K[GJ , K[GJJ if and only if it is constant on the coηjμgacy classes of G.
Proof. The proof can be found in [3; p.46J.

][. Group rings isomorphic to Z(GJ with periodic group basis G

In this section we ￦ill derive some properties determined just by the ring structure of

Z[GJ with the periodic group basis G.
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THEOREM 1. Let G be a

be the torsion

gro때， ε :

Z[GJ •Z be its

aμgηzentation

mapping and Z(G)r

subgroμ:p

of the center Z(G) of G. Then
(1) Z(G)r= {μ εC(Z[GJ) lu n=l for some positive integer n aπd e(ι) = 1 } where C(Z[GJ)

is the

ceπter

of the ring Z[G].

(2) If H is a groμP with Z[GJ 프 Z[HJ ， then there exists an isomorphism η : Z[G] •

Z[HJ

sμch

that the

restrictioη oπ

Z(G)r

In particular if G and H are periodic

iηdμce

the groμp

isomorphisη1 η

: Z(G)r•Z(H)r.

theη Z(G) 드Z(H).

Proof. (1) Clearly each element z εZ(G)r is a central unit of Z[GJ of finite multiplicative order and with e(z)= 1. Conversely , let u be any central unit of Z[GJ of finite
multiplicative order and with e(u)= 1. Then the image μ* of μ under the antiautomorphism
* : Z[GJ •Z[GJ

defined by (2a"x) ￥=2a xx- 1 also has this property, and hence , because

μ and μ* commute , so does a=uμ*. Now if

f3 is any element of Z[GJ , then

tr.껴껴￥ is the

sum of the squares of the coefficients of 껴， and hence t얘합c.(tr껴) 2. In particular, because

a is invariant under *, it follows by induction that tra2n

c. (tγα) 2

n

for any nonnegative

integer η. But trα is a nonnegative integer and α has finite multiplicative order so that
we must have tra=l and μ= + z for some ZEZ(G). Because e(u)=l ,‘ this fact follows.
(2) Let e : Z[GJ •Z and 0: Z[HJ •Z be the augmentation mappings of Z[G]

and

Z[HJ respectively. Then by Lemma 5, there exists a ring isomorphism η : Z[GJ •Z[HJ
with 야 =e. Now by the above (1) we have

Z(G)r=

{μ εC(Z[GJ) lu n=l

for some

πEZ，

Z(H)r= {vEC(Z[HJ) Iν"=1 for some nEZ,
For any μ E Z(G) r， u"=l for some ηε Z，

n

and o(η(μ) ) =e (ι)=1， that is η(μ) 르 Z(H ) r.

c. 1

n

c.1 and e(μ) = 1} ，
n c. 1 and o(t’) = 1}.

and e(μ) = 1 so η 〔μ) n =η(μη)=η( 1)=1

Therefore the mapping η : Z(G)r•Z(H)r

is the well denned group isomorphism. In particular if G and H are periodic Z(G)r=Z(G)
and Z(H)r=Z(H). Hence Z(G) 르Z(H).
THEOREM 2. Let G and H be gro때sand G' and H' be their commutator subgroμ:ps
respectiψely. Sμppose Z[GJ~Z[HJ.

Then for any riπg isomorphisηz B : Z[GJ •Z[HJ , we

haνe

(1) B(ω(Z[G'J)Z[GJ)=ω(Z[H'J)Z[HJ
(2) Z[G]Iω (Z[G'J ) Z [GJ 르 Z[HJ Iω (Z[H'J ) Z[HJ

(3) (GIG')r 드(HI H')r. 1:η partieμlar， if G and H are periodic, then GIG' 르HIH'.
Proof. (1) Let I denote the ideal of Z[GJ generated by the set A of all Lie products
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of Z[GJ , i.e. A= {α껴 - j9a Ia , j9 E Z [GJ}. Because the natural mapping Z[GJ •Z[G/G'J
maps Z[GJ onto a commutative ring, we see that I is contained in ω (Z[G 'J ) Z[GJ ， the
kernel of this mapping. Conversely , ω (Z[G'J ) Z[GJ is generated by all terms of the form
ghg- lh- I-1=(gh-hg)g-lh- IEI,
thus we have equality 1=ω(Z[G'J)Z[GJ. Similarly, if we denote J to be the ideal of
Z[HJ generated by the set B of all Lie products of Z[HJ , then J=ω(Z[H'J)Z[HJ.
is an isomorphism , fJ (A ) = B and hence fJ(I ) = J , so

Since fJ : Z[GJ •Z[HJ

fJ(ω (Z[G'J )Z[GJ) =ω(Z[H'J)Z[HJ.

(2) If we define the mapping e: Z[GJ/I•Z[HJIJ

by e(a+I)= fJ(a)+J, e is an

isomorphism.
(3) Since Z[GJ/ω (Z[G'J) Z[GJ 르Z[G/G'J and Z[HJ/ω(Z[H'J)Z[HJ 드Z[H/H'J ， we
haγe Z[G/G낀 르 Z[H/ H'J . So by Theorem 1, (G/G')T르 (H/ H')T. In particular if G and

H are periodic , G/G' 드H/H'.
COROLLARY 1. Let G
the

κ:pper

aηd

H be

central series of G and H

{l}

tα10

periodic

gro때s

and let the

follo뼈ng

series are

respectiνely.

=Zo(G) 드Z(G)=ZI(G)~ .. · 드Zn(G) 드 … ，

{1} =Zo(H) 드Z(H)=ZI(H) 드 … 드 Zη(H) 드

If

Z[GJ 프Z[HJ， theη αIe haνe

Z[G/Zη (G) J 프 Z[H/Z，η (H) J

and
Zη I(G)/Z，η(G) 르Zn-I(H)/Zn(H)

for all

η.

Proof. By Theorem 1, there exists an isomorphism η : Z[GJ •Z[HJ
restriction η : Z(G) •Z(H)

such that the

is a group isomorphism. So that

ZI(G)/ZO(G)르Z(G)드Z(H)르ZI(H)/Zo(H).

Now let PI: Z[GJ •Z[G/Z(G)J

and P2 : Z[HJ •Z[H/Z(H)J

be the natural homomor-

phisms. Then kerpl =ω (Z[Z(G) J ) Z[GJ and kerp2=ω (Z[Z(H)J ) Z[HJ ， hence η(ker PI)
드 ker pz.

Furthermore we have
Z[GJ/kerpl 르 Z[G/Z(G) J ， Z[HJ/kerp2프 Z [H/Z(H) J .

Now if we define f; : Z[GJ /kerpl• Z [H J/ kerp2 by f; (a + kerpl) =η (α) + kerp2'

f; is an

isomorphism. Therefore Z[G/Z(G)J드Z[H/Z(H)J. Because the groups G/Z(G). and
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HjZ(H) are also periodic we have Z(GjZ(G)) 르 Z(HjZ(H) ) by Theorem 1. Hence
Z2(G) jZ1 (G) 프Z2(H)j Z1(H).
Inductively assume that Z(GjZn_1(G)]르Z(HjZ←l(H)]. Then by Theorem 1,
Z(Gj Zn-1(G)) 드Z(HjZη- 1 (H))

and hence

Zn(G) jZn-1 (G) 프 Zη(H)jZη-l(H).
Now , by the same way as the above proof , we have

j Z(GjZn-1 (G)) J 르 Z( (Hj Zn_ 1 (H))jZ(HjZn_1 (H))] ,

Z((GjZ:η-1 (G))

Z(GjZχ
， (G)] 르Z(HjZπ
， (H)]，

thus

and

Z(GjZη(G)) 드Z(HjZη(H)) ，

hence

that

is

Zη+l (G) / Zn (G) 르 Zn+1 (H ) /Zη (H ) .

THEOREM 3. Let G be a periodic

gro때

with the trace mapping trG : Z(GJ •Z

let U be the Z-linear span of the set
A={αεZ(G] la n=l for some nEZ,

η츠 1

and

, and

a 추 ±1}.

Theη，

(1) Z(GJ=Z+U (direct sum of Z-modαles).
(2) If π : Z(GJ •Z be the projection of the above direct sum onto the factor Z , then

ker t1’G=U and

trG= π.

(3) Let H be any
of Z(H] ,

theπ

groμ:p

for any

with

riχg

Z(GJ 르Z(H]

and let trH : Z(H] •Z be the trace mapping

isomorphism 8 : Z(GJ •Z(HJ

we

haνe

t1’H8=trG.

Proof. (1) Clearly Zn U=O. If g is an element of G distinct from identity then gn=l
for some positive integer nand g*+l in Z(GJ. Hence gEA.

That is G- {l}

드 A.

Let

a be an element of Z(GJ , then a= .l'a gg=a1 +:E agg where a1 EZ and :E a"g εU. Hence
pI

g ;rI

-

Z(GJ=Z+U.
trG드 U.

(2) It is clear that ker

U-ker trG. Then α =.l'b;α; for some
there exists an element
따추+1.

따

Conversely suppose that there exists an element
b;εZ， α;EA

of A with

and

trGα 추 O.

trG따 * 0， αkη=1

Now since

aε

0 추 trGa= .l'b;trGa;，

for some positive integer nand

But by Lemma 4, ak=+l , thus we have a contradiction. Therefore ker trG=U,

and hence trG=π.
(3) Let V be the Z-linear span of the set

B= {j9 E Z (H J j j9n= l for some n드Z， n즈 1 and j9 추 ± 1} .
Then clearly 8(A)=B and 8(U)= V. Clearly Zn V=O and

Z(HJ=8(Z(GJ)=8(Z+U)=Z+8(U)=Z+ V.
Hence Z(HJ=Z+ V. No w utilizing Lemma 4, we can prove that ker trH므 V by the
‘
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same way in the proof of the above (2). For any aEZ(G] , α is uniquely represented as
α = a + μ， a εZ， με U

and tr Ga=a. Hence

trllJ(α)=trHO(a+ μ)=trH(a+O(μ))=a+trH(O(u))=a=trGa

since O(μ)EO(U)=Vand vi드 ker trH. Therefore trHO=trG.
THEOREM 4. Let G be a periodic group. Let pi, p2, •. ·be the infinitly
(mod n!) (n=1 ,2, …). Then ,

priηzes αlith Pn三-1

(1) For any

unique element

elemeηt α

껴 iπ

in the

ceηter

C(Z(G J) there exists a positive integer m and the

C(Z(GJ) satisfying
P三aP'

(mod PnC(Z(GJ))

* : C(Z(GJ) •C(Z(GJ)

for all n?:.m, aηd we have α용=f3 where
(l:a xx )*=l:a xx -

ηzany distnct

is the ηzapping given by

1•

(2) Let H be a periodic

groμ:p

with

Z(G] 르Z(HJ.

Then

for

any

isomorphisηz

0: Z(GJ •Z(HJ , we haνe
Oeα*) = O (a) *

for any element a

iη

C(Z(GJ).

Proof. (1) Let a be an element of C(Z(GJ) and let N=<supp α>. Since for any

XE

suppa the conjugacy class Cx containing x is contained in supp α and for any gEG
g-lC xg=Cx, N is a finitely generated normal subgroup of G contained in LI+(G)=LI(G).

Furthermore since LI+(G) is a locally finite subgroup of G, N is finite and C(Z(NJ) 드
C(Z[GJ). Let m be a positive integer with INllm!. We show first that αPm = a￥ +P찌

for some OEC(Z[GJ). Let
-:

ZeN]→Z[N]jPmZ(N]즉GF(Pm)[NJ

denote the natural homomorphism and ￦rite a=l:axx.
Then by Lemma 6 and 7,
a P•’= L: iVm,£Pm+ f
:t

EN

where the sum of the coefficients in f over each conjugacy class of N is zero. Note that
axPm=a x andthat x Pm=x- 1 because pm三 - 1 mod ηz ! and INllm!. Thus we have a Pm=
a* 十 f，

and if rEZ(NJ is defined by aPm= α*+r， then we conclude that the sum of the

coefficients of

r over

each conjugacy class of N is divisible by pm. Now αPm and α* belong

to C(Z(NJ) 드C(Z(G]) so that ris also central , and we can write r=l:κC; as an integral
linear combination of finite class sums. But then the sum of the coefficients of the i - th
conjugacy class is n;·1 C，사 • Because pm isprime to

INj ,

Pm does not divide IC; I, thus we
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must have Pm In;. Hence r=Pmo for some 0ε C (Z[N J ) 드 C(Z[GJ ) ， and we have αP"'=a* +
PmO.
Now since INIl n! for all integer π such that η ?:m， . we have
αP n 三 α*

for all

π츠m.

mod PnC(Z[GJ)

Now suppose aPn드껴 mod PnC(Z[GJ) for some fi든C (Z[GJ ) and for all

η?:m.

Then
a*-껴E三

thus we have

n PnC(Z[GJ) 드 n PnZ[GJ=O ,

α* = fi.

(2) Let 8: Z[GJ • Z [H J be an isomorphism, then the restriction

(j:

C(Z[GJ) •C(Z[HJ)

is also an isomorphism. For any aεC(Z[GJ) ， there exists a positive integer m and there
exist the unique fiEC(Z[GJ) and 0ε C (Z[HJ ) with
(3=αP n + rn ， rnεC(Z[GJ)，
o=8(a)Pn+8(rη) ，

8(rn)EC(Z[HJ)

for all π?: m. Then α* =fi and o=8(a)*. Therefore since 0=8( 1'), ￦e have 8(α션 = 8 (a선 .
THEOREM 5. Let G be a
let :t be the lattice of all

groμ.p，

껴써t e

(; be the set of all

normal

L={α E C (Z[GJ )

subgroμ:ps

la*O

M={aEL\ α 추 껴+r

where

ε :

Z[GJ • Z is the

of G.

aηd

ft써te

class sums in Z[GJ , and

Deftπe

tr(aa*)=e(a)} ,

for any {3, r εL}

augmentatioπ mappiηg.

Then

(1) (;=M
(2)

:t= {suppα lαε L，

Proof. (1) Let

α

α2=ηα

for some 샤teger n}

be an element of L.

If

a=J:까C;

is written as an integral linear

combination of finite class sums, then e(a)= J:n;\C‘ I and tr(aa*)=2n;2IC;\. Because η‘ is
an integer, we have nl?:n; ￦ith equality if and only if κ=0 or 1. Hence.
L={，α εC(Z[GJ) !a*O and a= J:n‘ C; with n;=O or I}

and elements of (; are the atom of L. In other ￦ords， aε e if and only if aεL and a
can not be written as a= I'+r with 껴， r εL. That is, aε e if and only if aEM. Hence
C=M.
(2) If Nε :t， N is a normal subgroup of G and N is afinite. union of some finite
comju월cy classes of G. Hence 얘 ε L and (지) 2= I N l 야. Conversely if aEL with α2=ηα

for some integer η， then (supp α) (supp a) 드 supp a , and hence suppa=N is a finite
normal subgroup of G.
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COROLLARY 2. Let· G and H be two periodic groμ~ps， (;1 and (;2 be the fiηite class
sιηzs

respectiψ'ely， aπdIet l.1

in Z[GJ and Z[HJ

sμbgroμ:p s

and l.2 be the lattices of

of G aπd H respectively. Sμ~PPose Z[GJ 드Z[HJ.

isomorphis~η η :

fiηite

norm<ll

Then there exists an

ZCGJ•ZCH] satisfying the following facts:

(1) η(C;1) =C;2
(2) There exists a lattice isomorphisηz f : l.1•l.

(3) For any

Nε 1.. 10 αIe

have

2

given by

j(N)=η(N)

for all

Nε l.1.

Z[G/NJ 르Z[H/η (N) J .

Proof. (1) We define
L 1={1αE C(Z[GJ ) J α*0， trCαa*)=eCα) }，

M1={αEL 1Ia*al+ α'2 for any

ai , α2εL 1}，

£2= {j3ε C (Z[HJ ) 1/'*0, tr(뼈*)=0얘기 ，
M 2= {j3 E L 21 j3 깅얘1 + 껴2 for an y-

j3r. 껴2든L 2}，

where e and i3 are augmentation mappings of Z[GJ and Z[HJ respectively. Then by
Lemma 5, Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, there exists an isomorphism η : Z[GJ •Z[HJ
with 야=8 and tr(η(a))=tra for aEZ[GJ , and η(α)*=η (a*) for αEC(ZCG]).
Theorem 5, C;1=M1 and

e2= M2.

Also by

Now for the isomorphism η， aEC(Z[GJ) if and only

if η (a)ε C (ZCHJ ) ， tr (，αa*) =ε(α) if and only if tr(η (α) η (α)*)=o(ηα) ， and α 수 a1 +a2 if
and only if

η (a) 추η(α1)+η(α2)

for

α，α10

a2E£I. Therefore we have

η (L 1 ) =L 2

and

η (M1 )

=M2,and hence η(e 1)= C;2‘
(2) By Theorem 6, we have
1.. 1= {supp α la든£1 and α2=ηα for some intege 껴 ,
1.. 2= {supp 껴 J{J E L 2 and j3 2= nj3 for some integer 써 •

Singe η((;1)=(;2 and a 2=na if and only if η (a) 2=πη(a) ，

η(supp α)=supp η(α).

Hence

η (l.I) =월. Therefore the mapping f : 1.. c→융 defined by f(N)=η(N) is clearly a lattice

isomorphism.
(3) Let N be a finite

normal subgroup of G and let Pi: Z[GJ •Z[G/NJ

and

P2: Z[HJ →Z[H/η(N)] be the natural homomorphisms. Then
kerp1=ω(Z[NJ ) Z[GJ =r (N) ，

kerp2=ω(Z[r;(N) J) Z [H J =r(싸T))=η(r(N)) ，
where r(N) is the right annihilator of N

in Z[GJ.

Z[GJ/r[애) 드Z[G/N] ， Z[HJ/η(r(N)) 즌Z[H/η(N)] ，

Hence r;(kerpl) = kerp2.

Since

and the mapping

f; : Z[GJjr('N) →Z[HJ/η (r (N) ) given by 킨 (a + r (N) ) =η (a) + η (r (N) ) is an isomorphism,
we have

Z[G/NJ 프Z[H]/η(N).
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THEOREM 6. Let G be a group

aπd

let H be a periodic subgroupof G. Then the

mappiηg

O' : H→ω (Z(HJ ) Z(GJ Iω (Z(HJ ) ω (Z(GJ )

given by

0'(λ) =h - l + ω (Z(HJ ) ω (Z(GJ )

additive abelian

gro앵

groμp

is a

with kera=H'=(H, HJ , and

homomorphism from H onto the

heηce

HIH' 르ω(Z(HJ)Z(GJIω(Z(HJ) ω(Z(GJ).

Proof. In the following , let 르 denote congruence modulo ω (Z(HJ )ω (Z(GJ ) .

First,

observe that for x , yε G
xY-l=(x-l) + (y- I) + (x- I) (y-l).
In particular, if x ,yEH, then

(x- I)(y- I) εω(Z(HJ)ω(Z(GJ)

。 (xy) 드xy - l 르 (x - I)

and

0'

so that we have

+ (y-l) 드σ(X)+ O'(Y)

is indeed a group homomorphism. Next observe that ω (Z(HJ ) Z(GJ is spanned as

a Z-module by all terms of the form (h- l)g with hEH, gEG. Thus because
(h- l)g=(h- l) + (h- l) (g- I) 三 O'(h) ，
￦e

see that

0'

is onto.

It remains to find the kernel of

0'.

Because the homomorphism is onto an abelian group ,

we know at least that kerO'극 H'. Let hε kerO' so that h-l Eω (Z(HJ )ω (Z(GJ ) . Let T=
{t.<}be a right transversal for H in G with T3to= 1. If gEG-H, then g=at}. for some
aεHand t}.E三 T

with ).수 O. Because g-l=(a- l) +a(t}.- l) and because ω (Z(HJ ) is an

ideal in Z(HJ , we have clearly
ω (Z(HJ )ω (Z(GJ ) =ω (Z(HJ ) 2 +2:ω (Z(HJ ) (t}.-l).
λ":0

Hence

￦e

can write
h-1=α0+ 2: a}.(tλ - 1)

with αoEω(Z(HJ) 2 and with α}.Eω(Z(HJ ) for ).*0. But this yields
”

~. a}.t}.=(h- l)

}.=l

η

-ao+ 2: a}.E드 Z(HJ ，
}.=l

thus we can coriclude that a}.=O for all ).수 o and that h-1=aoEω(Z(HJ)2. Hence we
can write
h-l=ao= (침 ai(xi - l) )

(첼j(Yj - l) )

where ιi， hj εZ and Xi,yjEH. Now let Ho=<h，xi，Yj'l~i~r， l~j~s>.

Then H o is a
finitely generated subgroup of Hand h -1 Eω(Z(HoJ ) 2. Let N be a normal subgroup of

H with HIN cydic. Since H is periodic, HIN is a finite cyclic group. Then HolNnHo
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is isomorphic to a subgroup of HIN, and hence also finite cyclic group , say

페I N n Ho =

<y). Let x=(NnHo)h=y"‘. Then by way of the natural homomorphism
Z(HoJ • Z (H o/ N n HoJ= Z « y) J we see that

J

x-1Eω(Z ( <y)])2= (y_ 1)2Z( <y)

so that

x-l=(y-1) 댐

for some

Because x=ym, this yields

fiε Z( <y)J.

(y- l) {(l十y +…十ym-l) - (y- 1) 껴J = o.

But the annihilator of y -l in Z [ <y>] certainly consists of all Z-multiples of

&

SO

that

we must have
/‘、

1+y+ ... +ym-l_ (y- 1) 껴=k<y)

for some integer k. Applying the augmentation mapping now yields m=k·o(y) so o(y)
divides m and x=ym= l. In other words

h ε N n Ho 드N

and because this is true for all

such N with HIN cyclic, we conclude that hεH' by Lemma 2. Thus kera=H' , and
HI li' 르 ω(Z[HJ)Z(GJIω(Z(HJ) ω (Z[GJ ) .

THEOREM 7. Let G be a periodic

mapping. Set

gro앵

E=ω(Z(GJ) ， 1=ω(Z(G'J)Z[GJ

S={aEZ(GJ

1α

is a unit

a+I has finite
T={a트 S I α三 1

iη

and let s: Z[GJ • Z be the

aμgr.ηeηtation

and' set
Z(GJ with

ηiιItψlicatiνe

order

s(α) = 1
i:η

and

Z(GJII },

mod IE}.

Theπ，

(1) The sets S

is the second

aηd

deriνed

Tare

mμltiplicativegroμ:ps

with T <lS and

SIT르GIG" ，

ψhere

G"

group of G.

(2) For any periodic

gro썽

H , if Z(GJ 르 Z [HJ

theπ GIG"즌HIH".

Proof. (1) Since Z(GJII is isomorphic onto the commutative ring Z(GIG'J , the set
Sand T are clearly multiplicative groups and
Because we certainly have

G드 S，

T이S.

it follows the mapping

1: :

G• SI T given by

gT yields a group homomorphism into SI T. The goal is to show that
ker1:=G". First let

gε ker1:

1:

1:

(g) =

is onto and that

so that
g-lεIE=ω(Z(G'J)ω(Z(GJ)드 L

Because I is the kernel of the natural homomorphism Z(GJ •Z[GIG'J , we see immediately that gEG'. But then , by Theorem 6 with H=G' we see that
g-lεω (Z(G'J ) ω (Z(GJ )

if and only if g E.H'=G". Thus ker1:=G".
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Finally, we show that

1:

isonto. Let W be a transversal for G' in G. Because I is the

kernel of the natural homomorphism Z(GJ •Z(GIG'J , it follows immediately from
Theorem 1, applied to Z(GIG'J , that 8드U(w+I).
WEW

Now , in Theorem 6 with H=G' , because (] is onto we have
1= U (h-l +IE)
kEG

and hence
S드

U
WEW

(w+I) 드

U

니

WEW kEG

(w+h-l +IE).

But

w+h-l=hw- (h- l) (w- l) ε hu’ + IE
so that
S드

In particular, if
1

ag- 드 1

mod IE ,

αε8，
￦e

U U (hw+IE)= U (g+IE).

ωEW

kEG ’

gEG

then there exists

gεG ￦ ith α三g
α Eg T= 1: (g) .

have ag-1E T and

mod IE.

Because

This shows that

't'

αg-lε8

and

is onto , and the

result follows.
(2) Let

a: Z(HJ •Z

be the augmentation mapping. Set

10= ω(Z[H'])Z[HJ

E o= ω(Z[HJ) ，

and set

So= {fiEZ[HJ Ifi is a unit in Z[HJ with a 얘) = 1 and
fi+lo has finite multiplicative order in Z[HJ/lo},
T o= {fiESo1fi三 1 mod IoEo}.
Then by the same way as the above (1), we see that 8 01To즉HI H".

Now, by Lemma

5 and Theorem 2, there exists an isomorphism
η

: Z[GJ •Z[HJ with

aη==e， η (E) =E o

and

Furthermore the mapping f;: Z[GJ/I•Z[HJ IIo given by

η (l)=Io •
깐 (α + 1 ) =η (α)

+10 is an

isomorphism. Thus we easily see that r; (S ) =So , η ( T) = To and hence the mapping

B: SIT•8 01To given by B(αT)=η(a) To is a group isomorphism. Therefore we have
GIG깐프HIH".

COROLLARY 3. Let G and H be the periodic metabelian

then

groμps.

If

Z[GJ르Z[H]，

G르 H.

Proof. Suppose that

Z[G] 르Z[H].

Then by the foregoing theorem we have

GIG"르

HI H". But since G and Hare metabelian G' and H' are abelian, so that G"=H"= {l}.
Hence ￦e have G프 H.
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約〉

整數環 위 의 周期群 基底의 群環에 同型인 群環
泰

應

金

이 論文에서 有限群 G에 대한 整數環 위의 群環 Z[GJ에 대하여， Berman , Glauberman,

Whitcomb , Jackson , Passman 등에 의 하여 밝혀 진 內容을 周期群 G에 대 한 群環 Z[GJ 에
一般化하여 다음과 같은 結果가 성렵함을 밝혔다.
周期群 G，H에 대하여， Z[GJ 르 Z[H J 이 면 다음이 성립한다.

1. Z(G) 르Z(H). 단， Z(G) , Z(H) 는 각각 群 G，H의 中心이다.

2. GIG' 즉HI H' . 단， G'，H'은 각각 G， H.의 交換子部分群이 다.

3. {l}
{I}
을

=Zo(G) 드Z1(G) 드 … 드Zη (G) 드 … ，
=Zo(H) 드 Z1 (ff) 드 … 드 Zη(H) 드 ...

각각

G， H.의

upper central

series라

하면，

모든

π에

대 하여

Z[GIZn(G)J 든

Z[HjZη(H)J이 고 Zη- 1 (G) IZ，η(G)프Zη_1 (H) IZn (H) .

4. trc , trH를 각각 Z[GJ , Z[HJ 의 trace map이 라 하면， 엄 의 의 同型寫像

(): ZCGJ →Z[HJ 에 대 하여 trH()=trC.
5. ():

Z[GJ →Z[HJ 를 同型寫像이 라 할 때 ,

임 의 의 aεC(Z(GJ) 에 대 하여 ()(α*)=()(α)*

단， C(Z[GJ ) 는 Z(GJ 의 中心이 고 α =Za xx라 할 때 a*=Za xx- 1 이 다.

6. £-1>:f- 2 를 각각 G， H.의 有限正規部分群 전체로 이루어진 束(lattice)이라할때， 각 Na
£-1에 대하여 f(N)=η(N) 인 束同型寫像 f: £-1→£-2와 環同型寫像 η : Z[GJ →Z[HJ 가
존재 하고 Z[GINJ 드 Z [HIη (N ) J 이 다.

7. G를

염의의

群，

H블

G의

周期部分群이라 할

ω (Z[HJ ) Z[GJ Iω (Z[HJ )ω(Z[GJ) 과

同型이 다.

Z[GJ , Z[HJ 의 augmentation ideal이 다.

때， 群
단，

HIH'은

ω(Z[GJ) ，

덧셈군
ω (Z [HJ ) 은

각각

